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Dear Dean

North Park

This week was Forestry week and the Forestry Club was busier than usual. With the effort to bring the importance of the use of natural resources to the people of the state, the club carried out a series of programs. It was interesting to note that the forests and their management were the focus of many of the programs. The club also conducted a large number of programs for the public.

A forest resource yield model study was conducted in the state. This model helps in the estimation of the yield of the forest. It is a valuable tool for forest managers.

Sikorski, who teaches at the Idaho State University, mentioned that the model was developed by the Forest Service.

In the future, the club plans to continue to promote the importance of natural resources and the role of forests in our lives.

Sincerely,

Dean

Yellow Jacket' Ratham Barry

Last weekend's AEMU production was a huge success. The play was performed by the AEMU production team and the cast did an excellent job. The play was a reminder of the beauty of Chinese dance and music.

The play was directed by Jerry Yee, who is an expert in Chinese dance and music. Yee's direction was excellent and the cast performed with great skill.

A special thanks to the AEMU production team for their hard work and dedication.

Sincerely,

Barry

Idaho Debate Team Reaches Semifinals at Stanford Next Stop

Dona Hendrickson, who represents the Idaho Debate Team, said that the team is excited to be in the semifinals of the tournament. The team will be competing against the University of Southern California.

The team is currently preparing for the semifinals and is looking forward to the challenge.

Sincerely,

Dona Hendrickson

Warner

Northwest timber prices

Hank Boyd, northwest timber, said that the prices are down due to the economic downturn. However, he expects that prices will increase in the future.

The prices are currently at a low point and the situation is expected to improve in the near future.

Sincerely,

Hank Boyd

Vetern's Insurance Must Be Renewed

In order to receive their National Health Service, veterans whose first premium payments are due on September 1, 1983, must make new arrangement for one or more of the additional services.

Veterans are encouraged to renew their insurance as soon as possible.

Sincerely,

Veterans

Shishkin

Shishkin states students will participate in the discussions. They include Atchison, Thompson, Williams, and Monarch. The students will be participating in the discussions and will be present at all times.

Sincerely,

Shishkin

Movie 'Pygmalion' Shown Tomorrow

The new Agricultural Science Department will be screening the movie 'Pygmalion' at 7:30 p.m. today. The movie is a classic and is a must-see for anyone interested in the field of agricultural science.

Sincerely,

Agricultural Science Department

Manear To Speak at Schools

In the series that has been placed to the cause of the forests, the Manear lecture series will be held at the University of Idaho. The series is designed to educate students and promote the importance of the forests.

Speakers at Schools

In the series that has been placed to the cause of the forests, the Manear lecture series will be held at the University of Idaho. The series is designed to educate students and promote the importance of the forests.

Sincerely,

Manear

Oregon Rifle Range Wins Powell Award

The Oregon Rifle Range won the Powell Award for its excellent record of safe shooting. The range is located in Diamond, OR and is a popular destination for shooting enthusiasts.

Sincerely,

Powell

Secretary Speaks On Quaker Groups

Secretary Boies, of the Quakers, said that the Quakers are a peaceful and nonviolent group. They are committed to the principles of peace and justice.

Sincerely,

Boies

Korte's Idaho Dairy Products

Korte's Idaho Dairy Products is a family-owned dairy that produces high-quality dairy products. The company is committed to using sustainable practices and is a leader in the dairy industry.

Sincerely,

Korte

The Manhattan Investment Company, makers of Manhattan ale, will be the host of the Korte's Idaho Dairy Products event.

Sincerely,

The Manhattan Investment Company

Clayton, 1973
**Thinclds Win Over OSC 67-64**

**Three Meet Records Fall In Neale Stadium Saturday**

The University of Idaho track squad, featuring one of the nation’s top relays, captured its fifth straight win of the season. The team achieved this victory last Saturday afternoon when they defeated the Oregon State Beavers 67-64 in a match meet held at Neale Stadium.

The win, which completed the university’s regular season, was flavored also by the fact that three meet records fell. This was an impressive feat considering the high level of competition.

**Netmen Sweat At Bulldogs In Spokane**

The University of Idaho meets are considered a preview of the annual competition. For this year, the University held its annual meeting with the Oregon State Beavers, which took place in Spokane. The match was held at the beautiful and historic Neale Stadium.

**Batsmen Open ND Season Against Oregon**

Coach Chuck Friday's baseball team will meet the University of Notre Dame during their opening game of the season. The game will take place at nearby Madison College, where the team practices.

**Faculty Makes Plans For Golf League**

Students and faculty members are invited to participate in this annual golf tournament. The tournament will be held on Tuesday, April 17th, at the University Golf Course. The first place team will receive a cash prize of $200.

**Cagers Nod Yes To Oklahoma City Bid**

Coach Chuck Friday and his basketball squad are officially accepted into the regular-season tournament in Oklahoma City. The team has been invited to participate in the tournament, which will be held on March 31st.-April 4th.

**Summer Work Open**

The University's summer work program is now open to all students. The program offers a wide variety of opportunities for students to gain valuable work experience.

**Jewelry under glass...**

The Jewelry Shop has just received a new shipment of stunning jewelry, which includes necklaces, earrings, and bracelets. These pieces are perfect for any occasion and make excellent gifts.

**The GRILL CAFE**

212 South Main

**GOOD**

CHINESE & AMERICAN FOOD

Mayhew's children under glass... now... safe... and... out... of... danger... They... are... now... in... the... care... of... their... parents... who... are... overjoyed... with... the... news... of... their... safe... return. The... family... feels... relieved... knowing... that... their... children... are... now... back... home... with... their... parents. The... event... has... been... widely... celebrated... and... praised... by... the... community... for... the... swift... and... effective... response... of... the... authorities... in... handling... the... situation. The... family... has... expressed... their... gratitude... to... the... authorities... and... the... community... for... their... support... and... assistance... during... this... crisis.

**Don't test one brand only... compare them all!**

**FRIENDS**

Without comparing different brands... we... can... never... understand... the... true... quality... of... what... we... are... buying... from... the... market. By... comparing... different... brands... and... products... we... can... make... informed... decisions... and... make... the... right... choice... that... suits... our... needs... and... preferences.

**Remember...**

**NO CIGARETTE HANDBAGS**

**Tennant's**

**YOUR STORE WHERE YOU CAN BUY CIGARETTE HANDBAGS**

Remember to... ***No Cigarette Handbags***

**THE PERCH**

Come and Enjoy Our DELICIOUS SANDWICHES and Fountain Service

**SPALDING SPORTS SHOW**

**Diamond Jubilee for Two!**

The National League was founded 75 years ago, and to commemorate this milestone, a special event was held. The event included a parade, a concert, and a presentation of awards to some of the league's most prominent figures. The highlight of the event was the presentation of the Diamond Jubilee for Two, a special award recognizing the contributions of two of the league's most influential figures.

**CALL FOR PHILIP MORRIS**

212 South Main

**Tobacco Information Line**

**If you smoke, consider quitting...**

**If you smoke, consider quitting...**

**Notice that Philip Morris suggests quitting, defining, indefinitely!**